Bielefeld Masterclass in Philosophy

*Moral Judgment: Reason, Intuition, and Progress* with Hanno Sauer (Utrecht)

June 4-6, 2019

**Tuesday, June 4**

10:00-12:30  *Moral Intuitions and Rational Learning*
Room: X-B2-103

14:00-16:30  *Overriding Moral Intuitions I*
Room: X-B2-103

Dinner at XXX

**Wednesday, June 5**

14:00-16:30  *Overriding Moral Intuitions II*
Room: X-A2-103

18:15-19:45  Public Lecture: *The Enemy of the Good. What is Moral Progress and How Does it Work?*
Room: XXX

Dinner at Univarza

**Thursday, June 6**

10:00-12:30  *Moral Progress I (paper TBA)*
Room: X-A2-103

14:00-16:30  *Moral Progress II (paper TBA)*
Room: X-A2-103

**Readings**

- “Moral Judgements as Educated Intuitions” (for Tuesday morning session)
- “Moral Thinking, Fast and Slow, Chapter 2 & 3” (for Tuesday afternoon session & Wednesday)
- *Tba (for Thursday) on Moral Progress*